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I believe that design is, at its roots, a powerful tool/
domain that lays the groundwork for innovation and 
progress, and that there has never been a more 
important time for designers to reach and push any 
limits possible. I am highly motivated by the future of 
design, as it extends far beyond conventional 
applications (services, experiences, products, etc.) like 
politics and management.

SKILLS

Software 

Figma, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Invision, 
Microsoft Office

Languages

English, native

French, bilingual

Spanish, Portuguese, basics

Expertises

UX / UI Design + Methods, Service and ecosystem 
design (specialty), Urban UX Design, Research, Product 
management

Web

Miro, Webflow, Wordpress, Wix, Squarespace, HTML 
(basic understanding), CSS (basic understanding)

EDUCATION

2019 - Masters in Design for Smart Cities (M2)

Strate École de Design, Sévres FR

2015 - Bachelor of Fine Art | BFA (Bac +4), Art History Minor (Associates)

Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, USA

Strate offers a comprehensive education on design practices, including UX/UI methodologies, product design, 
service design, and urban design. My research focuses on digital infrastructures and design applied to policy-
making. Clients include: Orange, Valéo, Région IDF, Lucitopia RDC, La Principauté de Monaco

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2018-2019  Freelance (Paris, France) 
Michelin - Service design consultant

Nexity - Graphic design, UX design

Matrice (X-Fabric) - UX/UI Design

2016              OFF Paris Seine, Hôtel**** (Paris, France) Crew (permenant)



2015              PackNBoard (Paris, France) | 202eCommerce (Paris, France) Project Manager  (internship)



2012-2015  FloWhip (Florida, USA) Co-founder, Fabrication



2011-2014  Flying High Circus (FloridA, USA) Flying trapeze performer, Acrobat, Rigging (seasonal contracts)

2019              40/60 Service Design Studio (Paris, France) Service / UX Designer (internship)
(Service design, Method design, UX) During my internship, I was responsible for the creation and 
animation of innovation and design thinking workshops, as well as the creation and commercial 
development of a design offer in the public sector.

2019-2021  Bluenove (Paris, France) Lead Designer (permanent)
(Service design, UX, UI, Product management) Within the product team, I worked both with the 
consultants on their collective intelligence methodology, and on the improvement and iteration of our 
flagship product, "Assembl," an online collective intelligence platform.

2021 -            Sennder (Paris, France) Senior Product Designer (permanent)
(Service design, UX, UI) We pilot all design and research activities as an internal agency, in partnership 
with Engineering and Product teams, on our 4 road freight logistics management softwares. 
Responsible for the carrier marketplace, and shipper analytics platforms. 


